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About the Play 

Characters 
 
BEATRIZ is an undocumented Mexican immigrant. Due to her immigration status, she has had to make 
the difficult decision to live apart from her daughter, Olivia. With her immigration hearing looming, she 
needs Olivia now more than ever. 
 
OLIVIA is sixteen years old, the estranged daughter of Beatriz. She posts frequently on her blog, “Calling 
All Castaways,” and is put in the uncomfortable situation of having to testify at her mother’s 
immigration hearing despite having felt abandoned by her for years. 
 
PEARL is a sixteen-year-old Black girl. She is a Junior Ranger at Yellowstone National Park who follows 
Olivia’s blog and has developed a strong connection to her. 
 
MO is a man from the South. Having previously served in Vietnam, he is now in retirement, riding his 
Harley across the country with his husband, Higgins. 
 
HIGGINS is Mo’s husband. After Olivia and Beatriz show them an act of kindness, he and Mo have an 
opportunity to later repay the favor. 
 
MANUEL is a Peruvian day laborer. He befriends Beatriz and Olivia when selling tamales outside the 
courthouse, and he helps them at a time when they need it most. 
 
ENSEMBLE who step into the story as 
 A LAWYER 
 AN OFFICER 
 A LEGAL CLERK 
 A GUY AT A MOTEL DESK 
 AN ICE OFFICIAL 

Meet the Characters 

By Craig Zimanske 
Forest Lake Area High School 
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About the Play 

Plot Summary 

 
Beatriz is an undocumented Mexican immigrant who has been living in California. She arrives in Philadel-
phia late at night, concerned about her estranged teenage daughter, Olivia. Beatriz texts Olivia to meet 
her outside, where she asks her to come away with her for a week. Olivia makes it clear that her relation-
ship with her mother has deteriorated but ultimately decides to go with Beatriz. 
 
On their way, Olivia and Beatriz discuss how Olivia tells people her mother has died so they stop asking 
her where her mom is. She has even written a eulogy for Beatriz on her blog. Beatriz is impressed by her 
daughter’s creativity. The two may not agree on much, but they agree that their relationship is complicat-
ed. 
 
During an outing at the mall, Beatriz takes a phone call from her lawyer. She has missed an appointment 
but promises to make it back in time for her immigration hearing. They are hoping to get a marijuana 
conviction from sixteen years ago expunged in order to improve her chances of staying in the United 
States. The lawyer wants Olivia to testify on behalf of her mother, but Beatriz is not sure she wants her 
to. Olivia, in the meantime, updates her blog to tell the truth about her mother. 
 
At a motel, mother and daughter try awkwardly to reconnect. Beatriz brings up her impending immigra-
tion hearing and asks Olivia to testify to her character. This angers Olivia who feels her mother only want-
ed to see her in order to satisfy her own self-interest. She reaches out to her blog readers for advice, and 
Pearl, a reader in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, invites her to visit. 
 
In the motel parking lot, Beatriz hangs out with two men she has befriended, Mo and Higgins. Olivia finds 
them and asks to be taken to the train station. They get to talking about Yellowstone, and Mo and Higgins 
divulge more about their past and their relationship. They are high school sweethearts who have been 
traveling the country on motorbike, getting married in every state they visit. Olivia officiates their twenty-
fourth ceremony for them right there in the parking lot. 
 
The next day, an officer pulls Beatriz over for a damaged tail light. She presents forged documents and 
fears she will be arrested and deported by Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). Her fears are re-
alized when she is asked to step out of the car and put her hands over her head. 
 
Olivia calls Mo and Higgins for help, and the three go together to get Beatriz out of jail. Along with assis-
tance from Beatriz’s lawyer, they manage to get Beatriz off with minor traffic tickets, and Olivia and Beat-
riz continue on their way. 
 
Olivia discusses with Beatriz’s lawyer what it will look like if she testifies. Olivia isn’t sure if she is up to 
the task because she feels she does not have enough positive things to say about her mother. Pearl calls 

CONTINUED... 
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About the Play 

Olivia and tries to convince her to testify, soliciting happy memories about mothers from other readers of 
Olivia’s blog. 
 
At a courthouse in South Dakota, Beatriz tries to get her marijuana conviction overturned, but the clerk re-
fuses to put her in front of a judge. Olivia feels her mother is not fighting hard enough, telling her, “Maybe 
your heart is halfway to Mexico.” As they argue, Manuel, a Peruvian immigrant, approaches them, selling ta-
males. They enlist him to come with them as they continue on their journey. 
 
They arrive in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, and again, Beatriz and Olivia try to open up with one another by dis-
cussing personal experiences. This only leads to more arguing. Later, they all meet up with Pearl who shows 
them around Yellowstone National Park where Olivia ultimately decides that she will testify for her mother in 
court. 
 
Olivia and Beatriz, now in California, meet with the lawyer before going into the courtroom. Olivia takes an 
oath to tell the truth and then shares borrowed happy stories about her mother. Despite her testimony, Be-
atriz is cuffed and led off by an ICE official. 
 
Later, at Friendship Park along the U.S./Mexico border, Olivia and Beatriz reunite on opposite sides of the 
wall. In a bittersweet reunion, they connect fingertips through the barrier. 

Olivia and Beatriz from the Public Theatre production of Miss You Like Hell. Photo from the Public Theatre production.  

By Craig Zimanske 
Forest Lake Area High School 
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About the Play 

Quiara Alegría Hudes, award-winning author of Miss You Like Hell, 
has written numerous plays, musicals, screenplays, and other liter-
ary works for young people and adults. She is a Pulitzer Prize win-
ner for her play Water By the Spoonful and a Tony Award nominee 
for In the Heights. Hudes was born and grew up in Philadelphia, 
and much of her writing comes from family stories set in neighbor-
hoods similar to those she knew as a child. She began writing while 
she was still in school, and when she was in the tenth grade, Phila-
delphia Young Playwrights produced one of her first plays. Now 
she serves as a board member for the organization where she has 
become an inspiration to young writers. 
 
“When I talk to young writers they always want to know how do 
you make it, how do you know if you are good enough, or how do 
you become a writer?” Her advice? “…figure out some way that 
you can live spending your life writing. And after two years you will 
know. If you don’t like waking up every day and writing, you will 
know. Writing is an incredible way to spend your day, and if you 
don’t love it, it’s not for you.” 

 
Her love for writing is partly influenced by her love for family stories and events. During a 2012 New York 
Times interview, Hudes talked about creating her characters as she paged through old photo albums. These 
albums are filled with images of her family that have inspired her stories. “I come from a very matriarchal 
family,” says Hudes. “And I think I always felt a disconnect between the stories I saw in contemporary culture 
and the stories that I experienced with the women in my family. The story that I felt growing up is that wom-
en—and especially women from indigenous communities—have this profound ancestral memory of healing. 
That in times of crisis, we have the means of self-care and fortitude. That was vital to my childhood, and a 
story that I felt was under told.” Accordingly, Hudes sets her plays in the real world, yet her lyrical writing is 
musical and poetic. She has said that her plays combine fact with fiction and balance between the experienc-
es of her relatives and the dramatic requirements of the play. She wants people to understand her work as 
interpretive rather than literal.  
 
Hudes takes notes as she interviews her relatives, but when it comes to writing she focuses more on “why 
their stories matter than what the particulars of the stories are.” Concerned about crossing personal bounda-
ries, she sends drafts of her plays to those she has interviewed. Several years ago, when she realized that a 
relative was uncomfortable with a play, she canceled two future productions. “I try to be respectful,” she 
said. 
 

Meet the Playwright 

CONTINUED... 

Quiara Alegría Hudes,  Playwright.  
Photo From Arden Theatre. 
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About the Play 

Meet the Characters 
     
Though Hudes writes about details and people from her Puerto Rican background and neighborhood, her 
plays also extend toward other cultures and communities. In Miss You Like Hell she tells the story of an un-
documented immigrant from Mexico who shares her indigenous culture with her estranged teenage daugh-
ter. Hudes focuses on the mother/daughter relationship and again mines her own experiences as both a 
daughter and a mother. 
 
“When I think about what motherhood means most to me, I think about how my mother was with me,” 
says Hudes who is now a mother of two and has an eleven-year old daughter. “It’s important to me as a 
mom to not only respond to all of her needs, but to equally show her what my needs are and how I can take 
care of myself. I want to show her a model of what an independent woman is, as my mom did.” 
 
Originally trained as a musician, Hudes studied music in college and spent a few years performing with a 
band before her mother told her that she could have more impact as a writer and that she had a responsi-
bility to tell the stories of people in her family. Thus, her innovative plays are based upon family experienc-
es, yet they are also strongly influenced by the musical traditions she studied including Western Classical, 
Afro-Cuban, and jazz.  
 
Hudes has not only written stories based on people in her family, but she has generously included them in 
her awards and recognition. After she received the Pulitzer Prize award check of $10,000, she shared it with 
relatives who had inspired two of her characters. 
 
While she says she feels a bond with other Latino dramatists, she prefers not to limit or define herself only 
as a Latina writer. “I think ‘playwright’ is the larger family I feel most at home with,” she said. Her work truly 
crosses cultural boundaries and extends beyond borders.  
 
An important and influential contemporary American playwright, Quiara Alegría Hudes tells stories that 
reach out to all of us and help us to better understand our world.  
 
 
Adapted from the following sources that include excerpts from interviews with Quiara Alegría Hudes: 
 
Clement, Olivia.“Miss You Like Hell Is the Mother-Daughter Musical We Need.” Playbill. 8 April 2018. Web. 
26 July 2019.  
  
Gardley, Marcus. “Music is Her Muse: Quiara Alegría Hudes and her path to the Pulitzer.” The Brooklyn Rail. 
01 August 2012. Web. 28 July 2015.  
 
Soloski, Alexis. “A Family’s Story Spans a Trilogy, and Beyond.” The New York Times. 28 Nov. 2012. Web. 28 
July 2015. 

Dr. Virginia McFerran 
Educational Consultant 
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About the Play 

Who am I and where do I belong? These are fundamental questions that haunt many people in life and litera-
ture. Since the ancient Greeks, writers have been exploring the concept of personal identity and culture. 
From Oedipus to Hamilton, characters in literature search to know who they are and to understand how they 
fit into society.  
 
Today, individuals often seek to discover their ancestry, heritage, ethnicity, culture, and family roots by sub-
mitting their DNA for analysis. People also search family names and friends on social media and try to deter-
mine how they fit into the larger world.  
 
In Miss You Like Hell, Quiara Alegría Hudes embraces this literary and personal quest for self-discovery as she 
creates characters trying to understand who they are and where they belong. Beatriz and Olivia are mother 
and daughter who have been separated by divorce and distance. Concerned about her daughter, Beatriz sud-
denly shows up in Olivia’s life and wants her to go on a road trip. 
 
Beatriz is an undocumented immigrant who lacks a valid ID and longs for family and citizenship. Her es-
tranged daughter, Olivia, hopes to find a reason to live as she learns to get back in touch with her identity 
and her culture. Olivia’s journey with her mother helps her to reclaim her Mexican heritage as she recalls and 
learns more about traditional music, dance, language, food, and customs.  
 
Early in their journey, Beatriz tells her daughter that she should have pride because she is Latina. Beatriz says, 
“You’re a descendant of the Mascogo Indians. You got a great grandmother from the Yaqui tribe. Your blood 
runs deep, and it is your blood.”  
 
Later in the play, mother and daughter meet Manuel, a man from Peru who makes and sells tamales. Eating 
tamales brings back powerful memories for Olivia. “One bite and boom, I see it again: the old kitchen, Mom’s 
hair pulled back, her flannel shirt buttoned low. She’s making tamales. Feeding me tastes from the serving 
spoon.”  
 
Memories continue to build as Olivia reclaims her heritage and rediscovers her lost identity. She sings, 
“Homemade tamales and pre-made cookie dough/Every Halloween costume she would sew/Whispered 
Spanish until it became my own/Because I know her, I am known.”   
 
Beatriz and Olivia bond with each other as they travel. They develop a strong understanding of who they are 
and where they belong. As they develop strength and learn to cherish their relationship, they also realize that 
they might not be accepted and validated in a hostile world where laws and powerful authority figures can 
strip people of their identity, freedom, and culture.  

Who Am I and Where do I belong? 
EXPLORING CULTURE, IDENTITY, AND HERITAGE 

Dr. Virginia McFerran 
Educational Consultant 
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About the Play 

The play Miss You Like Hell offers one person’s experience of being undocumented, including the dangers, 
fears, and complexities that come with the experience. Sandra Cisneros, best known as the author of The 
House on Mango Street, was recently awarded a Ford Foundation’s Art of Change fellowship and is using it to 
“conduct an extensive project collecting the stories of undocumented people and those who hire, harbor or 
work alongside them.”  
 
The following website includes an archived interview (17 min) with Cisneros about her current project: 
https://www.wunc.org/post/writer-sandra-cisneros-documenting-unheard-nc-voices.  
 
If your class does not have time to listen to the entire interview, here are some highlights: 

 
On why she spent time listening to undocumented people in North  
Carolina:  
“I got a fellowship from the Ford Foundation called an Art of Change 
Award. It is given to choreographers, playwrights, poets, all kinds of crea-
tive people, and it was for us to create a project on democracy. And I felt 
that everyone is talking about the issue of immigration, but the immi-
grants themselves can't speak. So I felt, as a dual citizen of both Mexico 
and the United States, that I'm in a position of privilege, and I want to 
serve as a bridge during times when communities are afraid of one an-
other. So I thought the best thing to do is to buy some recording equip-
ment and listen to those who are being discussed but who never get to 
speak themselves.” 
  
On storytelling as an act of survival: 
“Sometimes when we don't tell the story, it lodges in our heart like an 
invading grain of sand. And, you know, the oyster puts layers of pearl on 
top of that invading grain in order to survive. And stories are like that 
too. They lodge inside our hearts. And if we aren't able to talk about 
them, they get infected and can kill us. And I found that people tell sto-

ries, and each time they tell them they tell them in a different way to understand the event, to understand 
themselves, to survive the event.” 
 
“I want to do the hard work this year now of taking all these interviews and weaving them together into a 
chorus of voices. Because just the act of telling you a story allows them to heal in a way. One of the partici-
pants said: I feel so much better telling you my story. I feel as if me desahogué, which means ‘I un-drowned.’ 
And that idea that we carry the sea inside us and that sometimes when we're telling a story that's too power-
ful it comes out of our eyes; that the sea poured forth when she told me her story. It helped her to ‘un-
drown.’ I love that idea. “ 
 
 

Documenting the Undocumented Experience 
MISS YOU LIKE HELL AND SANDRA CISNEROS 

CONTINUED... 

Sandra Cisneros Receiving the National 
Medal of Arts. Photo by Alex Wong. 

https://www.wunc.org/post/writer-sandra-cisneros-documenting-unheard-nc-voices
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Understanding Culture 

Meet the Characters 
On how she’s been affected by the stories she’s heard: 
“I think that listening to everyone that I'm listening to has made me realize how grateful I am for what I 
have.… [And] it makes me reassess what I want. It makes you much more humble to admire the strength of 
people for living with so little .… It gives you courage. So listening to the students, the dreamers, the people 
who start their own business, people who started from zero, people who've had to leave children behind 
makes me think: What have I got to complain about? Look at the courage and strength of these citizens.” 
 
 
On how the U.S. is contributing to the immigration crisis: 
“Our consumption of drugs and sale of arms creates violence in communities that forces people to flee with 
their children and what they have on their back. So we’re responsible for creating that unrest that forces 
people to have to flee because their families are being threatened and that if they don’t leave they are go-
ing to die. And we’re treating them like criminals and many of the people that are arriving are seeking asy-
lum but we’re treating them like criminals even before they get a hearing.” 
 
Extension Learning: 
In addition to Cisneros’ interview, consider visiting the website Migratory Notes. It is an archive dating back 
to 2017 focused on journalism about immigration. Each story includes an estimated amount of time needed 
to read the story. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Works Cited 

 
Brookland, Jennifer, and Frank Stasio. “Writer Sandra Cisneros Is Documenting Unheard NC 

Voices.” www.wunc.org, 20 Feb. 2019, www.wunc.org/post/writer-sandra-cisneros 

documenting-unheard-nc-voices. 

Theodore Fabel 
Minneapolis South High School 

Conditions at a Migrant Detention Center. Photo by Reuters News. 

https://medium.com/migratory-notes
http://www.wunc.org/post/writer-sandra-cisneros
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The play Miss You Like Hell includes 21 original songs with music composed by Erin McKeown and lyrics 
written by Quiara Alegría Hudes and Erin McKeown. The song “Now I’m Here” is sung primarily by the 
character Olivia as she, her mother Beatriz, and a man named Manuel are driving to Yellowstone National 
Park. Referenced in the lyrics are several U.S. locations, historical events, and historical figures. Read 
literally, the lyrics are nonsensical. Read figuratively, they detail the movement and trails of and between 
the locations, history, and figures. Hudes and McKeown were interviewed for www.playbill.com about their 
creation process: 
 

Hudes: Erin and I brainstormed, once again, all of Olivia’s literary references to 
the great American road. It was a very long lyric we wrote together, far too 
many to include. Then a few days later, she sent me the song composed beginning 
to end, and it felt complete. 
 
McKeown: Yes, I finished this one the night before our first workshop. Nothing 
like a deadline! There’s a tremendous tradition in American music of the 
‘traveling song’—a song that gives you the feeling and visual picture of being on 
the road. Sometimes the road is literal, sometimes the road is a relationship. This is our 
unique contribution to that tradition. 

 
McKeown was also interviewed for the Park Square Theatre education guide: 

 
Interviewer: ‘What were your inspirations, techniques, or purposes 
in writing the lyrics to ‘Now I’m Here’? Also, a few of us teachers 
thought the lyrics for this song sounded like writings of Langston 
Hughes, Ani Difranco, Allen Ginsberg, and Walt Whitman. Were we 
on to something there?’ 
 
McKeown: ‘Our sonic inspirations were Paul Simon’s ‘Graceland’, the 
Talking Heads’ ‘Road to Nowhere,’ and other classic road trip songs. 
Things that had momentum and groove and that specific feeling of 
the world rushing by.’ 
 
‘We felt very inspired by the American poets Allen Ginsberg, 
Langston Hughes, and Walt Whitman —in both their sense of the 
absurdity of America and its wide-open spaces. The idea was to make 
a song that was a joyful accumulation of what Olivia had imagined, 
read about, and what she was seeing and feeling in the present 
moment. Her insides meet the outside and it all comes out in an 
ecstatic tumble.’ 
 
 
 

 
 

Lyrics and Poetry 
An Analysis of “Now I’m Here” from Miss You Like Hell 

CONTINUED... 

Erin McKeown. Photo by Jo Chattman. 

http://www.playbill.com
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Activities and Resources 

From “Now I’m Here” by Quiara Alegria Hudes and Erin McKeown: 
 
Monarch butterflies take the A train 
Moby Dick swims the Great Plains 
Kitty Hawk decides to bike it 
The world is upside down and I like it 
[…] 
Wild West robbers cross the Delaware 
Hitch the Gulf Stream waters with Rogers and Astaire 
Passing the Donner party drive through 
Cross the Rockies on the Chattanooga choo-choo 
Rosa Parks rafts the Mississippi 
Herds of Dust Bowl tractors finally riding free 
Transatlantic Cherokee trailing as  
Sitting Bull is gone again to Graceland 
[…] 
A miraculous glittering asphalt rodeo 
Two yellow lines stretched out in stereo 
Curve of the earth holds our barrio 
The mythical the difficult the derelict 
American road 
[…] 
Lewis and Clark join the Joad family air show 
Frisco street cars scramble to San Antonio 
Feel the wind against my palm 
Feel the future open up with my mom 
 
Possible activities: 

1. Research the references in each line of the lyrics in small groups or individually. 
       2. Listen to and/or read the lyrics to “Graceland” and “Road to Nowhere.” Compare them to “Now I’m   
            Here” as road trip songs. Revisit McKeown’s quote about “classic road trip songs” as a starting point.  

3. Read the lyrics to “Now I’m Here” and at least one of the poems (“America,” “I, Too,” and “I Hear 
    America Singing”) and compare their messages about the U.S. 
4. Discuss the juxtaposition of references in each line, e.g. “monarch butterflies” and “A train.” 
5. Rewrite the lyrics to “Now I’m Here” using your own choices of U.S. historical references 

Links: 
Quiara Alegría Hudes and Erin McKeown – “Now I’m Here” 
Paul Simon – “Graceland” 
Talking Heads – “Road to Nowhere” 
Allen Ginsberg – “America” 
Langston Hughes – “I, Too” 
Walt Whitman – “I Hear America Singing” 

Works Cited 
Peikert, Mark. “Track-by-Track Breakdown: Off-Broadway's Miss You Like Hell.” www.playbill.com, 3 Oct. 
2018, www.playbill.com/article/track-by-track-breakdown-offbroadways-miss-you-like-hell. 

Theodore Fabel 
Minneapolis South High School  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cen1PIGYbJA
https://genius.com/Paul-simon-graceland-lyrics
https://genius.com/Talking-heads-road-to-nowhere-lyrics
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/49305/america-56d22b41f119f
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/47558/i-too
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/46480/i-hear-america-singing
http://www.playbill.com/article/track-by-track-breakdown-off
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. 

Tossing Lines  
Objective: To familiarize students with Miss You Like Hell  by speaking lines from the play. This activity helps 
students form questions, gain insight, and build excitement for seeing these lines spoken in the production. 
This activity serves the students best if completed before they attend the play. 
 
Time allotted:  
20-30 minutes 
 
Materials:  
Tennis ball or hackey sack 
Slips of paper, cut from Tossing Lines Resource on the next page (2 sets if necessary) 
 
Procedure:  
Cut and distribute the slips of paper (see Tossing Lines Resource) to volunteers. Give students a few 
minutes or overnight if appropriate to memorize or prepare a dramatic reading of their line. Have the stu-
dents form a circle and give one student the ball. After students speak a line, they toss the ball to another 
student who speaks their assigned line. Students toss the ball throughout the circle until all lines have been 
heard a few times. Encourage students to speak lines with varying emotions, seeking out the best way to 
perform the lines.  
 
Optional: 
Re-assign lines within the group to other students in the classroom and continue for another round. 
 
Freewriting/Discussion:  
After lines have been tossed and in preparation for discussion, allow students five minutes to freewrite 
their ideas and questions about the content of the play. The following questions may be used to guide the 
freewrite and/or discussion.  
 

Questions: 
1. Where and when might this story take place? 
2. What do you think the relationship is between these two characters? 
3. What conflicts do you see in these lines? 
4. What do you think are some of the themes covered in this play? 
5. Do you think this play has a happy ending? Why/why not? 
 
Preguntas: 
1. ¿Dónde y cuándo tiene lugar esta obra de teatro?  
2. ¿Cuáles son algunas creencias de los personajes? 
3. ¿Qué papel tiene la lengua española? 
4. ¿Cómo terminará esta obra de teatro? 
 
Activity adapted from: O’Brien, Peggy. Shakespeare Set Free. Washington Square Press, 1993. 
 

By Heather Klug 
Park Center High School 
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To the teacher:  
Cut these apart and distribute to students.  

Tossing Lines for the English Classroom 

My bones hurt, Olivia, because you’re not at my side. 

I’m a motherless girl, I survive on my own, it is who I am, right down to the bone.  

Life is a shipwreck and books are the rescue boats. 

I speak Spanish , Bohemian, Barrio, and Caucasian. 

Lia. / Yup. At this point it’s like breathing to me. 

The distance of love is the cruelest of borders. 

Is there room in your suitcase for me Mom? 

Having a deportable offense, it makes things ten times harder. 

It’s better to die on your feet than live on your knees. 

The internet did a half decent job raising me. 

You’re the bread and I’m the hunger. 

I didn’t have to jump because I already felt dead. 

I’d rather be by her imperfect side than be alone. 

You are my history, you are my recipe. 

Maybe in the fight itself, we can come alive. 

We are not rafts, we are not even islands...we are the ocean. 

By Heather Klug 
Park Center High School 
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About the Play 

 
To the teacher:  
Cut these apart and distribute to students.  

Tossing Lines for the Spanish Classroom 

Que dios te bendiga, que dios te cuide, que dies te ampare. 

How do you say “ayúdame” in mother? 

When you’re home, sad conquistador, you will be received. 

Eres Latina, take pride. 

If Mexico’s so profound, then go back already. / ¡ Ignorante! No tienes idea. 

The “d” word, Olivia. Deportación. 

The perfect hombre is out there. Bien feminist, bien macho, sings...cooks… 

What’s ICE?/ La migra, baby, immigration. Here’s my lawyer’s number. 

¿ Eres virgin?...Are you a virgin?/Translation understood, silence intentional. 

No hablo español, No hablo español, No hablo español. 

One rule to life. Never eat a tamale angry. 

We used to cram into abuela’s kitchen, it would be a maratón, cooking, chismeando. 

Ese animal? Same fight as Ramone. Her cancer was like marbles under the skin. 

Es mehor morir de pie que vivir de rodillas. 

And you, pobrecita, could smell my despair, even when I tried to shield you. 

The wall’s like the spine of a terrible dragon. 

By Heather Klug 
Park Center High School 
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About the Play 

To the Teacher: This activity allows students to become familiar with the play by reading and analyzing 
scenes from the play. Please review these scenes before handing copies out to students. The first scene 
contains strong language that may appear in the play. The second scene does not contain strong 
language. Please use at the teacher’s discretion.  
 
Materials: 
Copies of the scene 
 
Steps: 
Hand out copies of the scene to students. 
Choose students to read the scene. 
Allow students to answer the discussion questions below. 
 
Discussion Questions for Scene to Read Aloud 1: 
 
1. Describe the relationship between Beatriz and Olivia. How are they related? 
 
2. Why is the legal system involved in their relationship? What information do you assume about their 
family situation? 
 
3. What does the image of Prometheus tell you about the relationship between mother and daughter? 
 
4. What event causes Beatriz to drive cross-country to Olivia? Is Olivia crying out for help? 
 
Discussion Questions for Scene to Read Aloud 2: 
 
1. Describe the problems Beatriz is having in her life. How serious are her legal problems?   
 
2. What word does Beatriz use to describe her daughter, Olivia? Why does she describe her in that way?  
Does Beatriz feel her daughter needs to be fixed? 
 
3. What conflict did the lawyer introduce in the play? Do you think the role of the lawyer is important to 
the telling of the story between Beatriz and Olivia?  Will Beatriz follow the advice of the lawyer? 
 
4. Do you think Beatriz will use Olivia to help her get out of legal trouble?  Do you think Olivia will be 
willing to help her mother? 

Scenes to Read Aloud 

By Jennifer Parker 
Falcon Ridge Middle School 
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About the Play 

BEATRIZ: Seven days, hija. You and me, on the road, in my truck, windows rolled down. One week with my 
Shakespeare Patti Smith Pablo Neruda of a daughter. If you would do me the honor. 
 
OLIVIA: It’s like I’m being flattered and kidnapped all at once. 
 
BEATRIZ: A woman can’t kidnap her own child. The universe doesn’t work that way. 
 
OLIVIA: The legal system does. This is weird, Beatriz. Come after school. We’ll grab slices and get caught up. 
 
BEATRIZ: I am caught up. You think you’re some literary castaway. You love James Baldwin, Allen Ginsberg, 
and thinly veiled suicide threats. Lift up your shirt.   
 
OLIVIA: Excuse me? 
 
BEATRIZ: Is it still there? Show me your belly. I saw that blog of yours. Last week? You sharpied “should I 
jump off the Ben Franklin Bridge” on your stomach.  
 
OLIVIA: My blog is anonymous. 
 
BEATRIZ: I found it very quickly. Thank god one person responded “no.” I called your father, asked if he’d 
send you to California. “She has school.” “This isn’t the plan.” So I got in my truck and drove like a bat out of 
hell. Does he know? 
              
 (OLIVIA shows her belly. It’s clean.) 
 
OLIVIA: I washed it off. 
 
BEATRIZ: Did you go to the bridge? Were you going to jump? 
   
    (No answer.)  
 
BEATRIZ: Seven days, hija. We don’t have to talk about the bridge. I wanna  mommy the fuck out of my girl. 
Paint your nails, do your hair, watch dumb movies in motel rooms.  
 
OLIVIA: Remember the Art Museum? 
 
BEATRIZ: When I still had you on weekends. Our Sunday ritual, before I dropped you back at your father’s. 
 
OLIVIA: There was a painting we liked. 
 
BEATRIZ: Prometheus Bound. You remember that? 
 

Scenes to Read Aloud 1 

CONTINUED... 
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Activities and Resources 

OLIVIA: An eagle lands on Prometheus, rips out his liver. The wound heals overnight. Next day the eagle re-
turns, chews him open. Over and over. I feel like the eagle just returned. 
 
BEATRIZ: Life is the eagle, not me. 
 
OLIVIA: Either way, it’s my liver. Goodnight, Beatriz. 
 
BEATRIZ: Please go inside and pack a bag. I’ll be waiting in the truck. 
    

By Jennifer Parker 
Falcon Ridge Middle School 

Rubens’ Prometheus Bound. 
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About the Play 

(BEATRIZ on the phone. Shopping bags at her feet. She’s a retail warrior.) 
 

LAWYER: You missed our appointment, I got worried. 
 
BEATRIZ: Family emergency, my kid was in trouble. I had to drive to Philly. 
 
LAWYER: You’re on the opposite coast? 
 
BEATRIZ: Ohio now, heading west. I’ll make the hearing in time. 
 
LAWYER: Good. Listen, I spoke to the Pennington Courthouse. No dice on vacating your conviction. I told 
them marijuana records are getting expunged left and right. South Dakota unfortunately, is behind the trend. 
So, not gonna lie, that hurts. 
 
BEATRIZ: What are my odds? 
 
LAWYER: We just have to keep fighting. You know, South Dakota is on your way home... 
 
BEATRIZ: Ohio, California... South Dakota’s in the middle somewhere... 
 
LAWYER: You could go in person. Eye contact might help. Put on the charm offensive. 
 
BEATRIZ: And be like, hey guys, what’s up, clear my record? 
 
LAWYER: No downside, as long as you get here by Wednesday. I’ll send you the info. 
 
BEATRIZ: I should get back to my daughter. 
 
LAWYER: Will I get to meet her on Wednesday? 
 
BEATRIZ: She has no clue about any of this. 
 
LAWYER: If she’d consider testifying... 
 
BEATRIZ: She’s a damaged girl. She doesn’t know how to comb her hair. If I saw her walking down the street, 
I’d be alarmed. 
 
LAWYER: Judge Chen has a soft side. Pull his heartstrings, a stay of deportation is possible. Another six 
months, another twelve months in your home. Ask your daughter. Clean her up, maybe, get her a nice outfit. 
  
 

Scenes to Read Aloud 2 

CONTINUED... 
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Activities and Resources 

 
 
 
OLIVIA: (Updating her blog, Calling All Castaways) Dear Castaways, despite the lost at sea conceit, I’ve never 
left Philly. Unless you count a poetry slam on the Main Line. Books have been my passport to the world until 
today. I’m in a real-life exotic place: a shopping mall in Ohio. Because, according to my mother, I need pink 
clothes made in a sweatshop. Which gets me to: confession time. Beatriz Santiago is not dead. As lies go, it 
was a helpful one. I could stop falling asleep with my hand on the phone, waiting  for her call, if I pretended 
she’s no longer on this earth. But, castaways, Beatriz Santiago came back to get me. In her Datsun pickup we 
ride the great American strip mall road and I want to tell you everything, dear castaways, and I want to use 
exclamation points. Will you still listen, though? Post.  

By Jennifer Parker 
Falcon Ridge Middle School 

Photo of Fernanda Jacqueline Davila, a 2-year old who appeared 

unaccompanied before an immigration court, Photo by The New 

York Times. 
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About the Play Examining Spanish Language and Culture 
Through Text (English Classroom Version) 
Scene 1 

Read the following scenes aloud in small groups. Then discuss the questions that follow.  
 
OLIVIA: Beatriz? 
 
BEATRIZ: Mi hija sagrada, ¡qué belleza! 
 
OLIVIA: Why are you in Philly? 
 
BEATRIZ: Baja, come down! 
 
OLIVIA: It’s four in the morning. 
 
BEATRIZ: I drove by for a visit, hija. 
 
OLIVIA: From California? 
 
BEATRIZ: I miss you like hell. My bones hurt, Olivia, because you’re not at my side.  
 
OLIVIA: Does Dad know you’re here? 
 
BEATRIZ: Do not wake him, ¿me oyes? Get your butt out here, where’s my hug? 
 
(OLIVIA disappears back inside. A moment later, she emerges onto the sidewalk, unkempt in ratty black 
pj’s.) 
 
OLIVIA: Hi. 
 
BEATRIZ: Que dios te bendiga, que dios te cuide, que dios te ampare. (a barrage of kisses) Cariño, I don’t 
bite. (sniffing) Gracias a dios, you still smell like a teenager. 
 
OLIVIA: What is this? 
 
Questions 

1. What is the relationship between these two characters? 
2. How long do you think it’s been since they’ve seen each other? How do you know? 
3. Look at the Spanish used in this scene. What does it mean? What images does it convey? 
4. Why do you think the character chose to speak Spanish at those times? 
5. Are there any phrases from other languages that you use often? Why do you use them?  

By Heather Klug 
Park Center High School 
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About the Play Examining Spanish Language and Culture 
Through Text (English Classroom Version) 
Scene 2 

 
BEATRIZ: Standing on a bridge? Letting your body decay? You think this is cute? This is not cute, Olivia, it’s 
ugly. (pulling toiletries from the bag) Toothbrush, deodorant. The comb is your friend. The comb comes in 
peace. Razor, floss, mouthwash, undies, odor eaters— 
 
OLIVIA: The number you dialed is no longer in service. 
 
BEATRIZ: Shower daily, wash every nook and cranny. Nooks and crannies you haven’t yet discovered: find 
‘em and wash ‘em. 
 
OLIVIA: I know the names of my female anatomy. 
 
BEATRIZ: And when your underwear has more holes than fabric, wave it bye-bye! Eres Latina, take pride. 
 
OLIVIA: The Latina card! Funny, you left but now I gotta manifest some deep esencia outta my ass? / 
Please. 
 
BEATRIZ: You think you’re white cuz you live with your father? You’re a descendant of the Mascogo Indi-
ans. You got a great grandmother from the Yaqui tribe. Your blood runs deep, and it is your blood. / Punto. 
 
OLIVIA: If Mexico’s so profound, then go back already. Just go home! 
 
(BEATRIZ whacks OLIVIA with a hairbrush. Hard.) 
 
BEATRIZ: ¡Ignorante! No tienes idea. Siéntate. 
 
Questions 

1. Respect runs through this scene: respect for self, for parents, for ancestors. Why is respect so  
    important? 
2. Where does identity come from? 
3. What makes up one’s identity? 
4. How do you present yourself to others?  
5. How do you want others to see you?  
6. Are your answers to questions 4 and 5 the same? If not, why?  

By Heather Klug 
Park Center High School 
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About the Play Examining Spanish Language and Culture 
Through Text (English Classroom Version) 
Scene 3 

 
BEATRIZ: Time for school. ¿Tu color favorito? 
 
OLIVIA: Verde. ¿Y tú? 
 
BEATRIZ: Amarillo. ¿Tu primer beso? 
 
OLIVIA: Tenía seis años. 
 
BEATRIZ: ¿Eres virgen? (crickets) ¿Eres virgen? Are you a virgin? 
 
OLIVIA: Translation understood, silence intentional. 
 
BEATRIZ: Your father never let me teach you Spanish. “English only, don’t confuse her.” Like Spanish was 
some jedi mind trick. 
 
OLIVIA: The only thing Dad loves more than pot is education. 
 
BEATRIZ: Education, yes, educación, no. 
 
 
Questions 

1. This conversation starts in Spanish and ends in English. Why?  
2. What is the difference between “education” and “educación”? 
3. If the characters had used only English, would that have changed the depth of meaning in this  
     scene? Why/why not? 
4. Why does Beatriz, the mother, code-switch*? Is the purpose different when her daughter, Olivia,         
    code-switches? 
5. When and in what types of situations does code-switching* happen? Why? 

 
 
 

*code-switching: the switching from the linguistic system of one language or dialect to that of another 
(www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/code-switching)  

By Heather Klug 
Park Center High School 

http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/code-switching
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About the Play Examining Spanish Language and Culture 
Through Text (English Classroom Version) 
Scene 4 

 

OLIVIA: Come on, grow cajons. 
 
BEATRIZ: (correcting) Co-jo-nes. 
 
OLIVIA: For deodorant, you raise hell. For tangles in my hair, it’s armageddon. But when your future’s at 
stake? “Have a blessed day.” 
 
BEATRIZ: ¡Déjame quieta! 
 
OLIVIA: Maybe you don’t want a green card. Maybe your heart is halfway to Mexico. 
 
BEATRIZ: Applications, petitions, letters of reference, back taxes, legal fees. I want a green card.  
 
OLIVIA: The custody case? Same exact thing. Ya got real quiet when time came to fight. 
 
BEATRIZ: How was the judge gonna give me custody if legally I didn’t exist? 
 
OLIVIA: Dad won and you were an etiquette book. 
 
BEATRIZ: ICE was pulling people out of hospital beds, Olivia, out of traffic court. Make a scene? Mamita, 
showing up at all was a risk. When you’re begging for crumbs, don’t curse out the guy with the bread. 
 

 

Questions 
 1. There are two main conflicts here, legal status and child custody. Is there any indication here     
      that one is more important than the other to these women? Why do you think that? 
 2. Have you experienced code-switching* in your own life? Explain. 
 3. Is anyone in your group fluent in Spanish? If so, have them describe incidents of code-switching   
                  they have experienced. 
 

 

*code-switching: the switching from the linguistic system of one language or dialect to that of another 

(www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/code-switching) 

By Heather Klug 
Park Center High School 

http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/code-switching
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About the Play Examining Spanish Language and Culture 
Through Text (Spanish Classroom Version) 
Escena 1 

Lea las escenas en voz alta en grupos pequeños. Luego discuta las preguntas que siguen.  
 
OLIVIA: Beatriz? 
 
BEATRIZ: Mi hija sagrada, ¡qué belleza! 
 
OLIVIA: Why are you in Philly? 
 
BEATRIZ: Baja, come down! 
 
OLIVIA: It’s four in the morning. 
 
BEATRIZ: I drove by for a visit, hija. 
 
OLIVIA: From California? 
 
BEATRIZ: I miss you like hell. My bones hurt, Olivia, because you’re not at my side.  
 
OLIVIA: Does Dad know you’re here? 
 
BEATRIZ: Do not wake him, ¿me oyes? Get your butt out here, where’s my hug? 
 
(OLIVIA disappears back inside. A moment later, she emerges onto the sidewalk, unkempt in ratty black 
pj’s.) 
 
OLIVIA: Hi. 
 
BEATRIZ: Que dios te bendiga, que dios te cuide, que dios te ampare. (a barrage of kisses) Cariño, I don’t 
bite. (sniffing) Gracias a dios, you still smell like a teenager. 
 
OLIVIA: What is this? 
 
Preguntas 

1. ¿Cuál es la relación entre estos dos personajes?  
2. ¿Por cuánto tiempo han estado separadas? ¿Cómo lo sabe Ud.? 
3. Mire el español en esta escena. ¿Qué significa? ¿Qué imágenes surgen? 
4. ¿Por qué piensas que el personaje escogió el español en vez del inglés? 
5. ¿Hay frases de otras lenguas que usa Ud. a menudo? ¿Por qué las usa? 

By Heather Klug 
Park Center High School 
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About the Play 

Examining Spanish Language and Culture 
Through Text (Spanish Classroom Version) 
Escena 2 

 
BEATRIZ: Standing on a bridge? Letting your body decay? You think this is cute? This is not cute, Olivia, it’s 
ugly. (pulling toiletries from the bag) Toothbrush, deodorant. The comb is your friend. The comb comes in 
peace. Razor, floss, mouthwash, undies, odor eaters— 
 
OLIVIA: The number you dialed is no longer in service. 
 
BEATRIZ: Shower daily, wash every nook and cranny. Nooks and crannies you haven’t yet discovered: find 
‘em and wash ‘em. 
 
OLIVIA: I know the names of my female anatomy. 
 
BEATRIZ: And when your underwear has more holes than fabric, wave it bye-bye! Eres Latina, take pride. 
 
OLIVIA: The Latina card! Funny, you left but now I gotta manifest some deep esencia outta my ass? / 
Please. 
 
BEATRIZ: You think you’re white cuz you live with your father? You’re a descendant of the Mascogo Indi-
ans. You got a great grandmother from the Yaqui tribe. Your blood runs deep, and it is your blood. / Punto. 
 
OLIVIA: If Mexico’s so profound, then go back already. Just go home! 
 
(BEATRIZ whacks OLIVIA with a hairbrush. Hard.) 
 
BEATRIZ: ¡Ignorante! No tienes idea. Siéntate. 
 
Preguntas  

1. El respeto es un tema importante de esta escena: respeto por sí mismo, por los padres, por los  
    antepasados. ¿Por qué es tan importante el respeto?  
2. ¿De dónde viene la identidad personal? 
3. ¿De qué se compone la identidad personal? 
4. ¿Cómo se les presenta Ud. si mismo a otros? 
5. ¿Cómo quiere Ud. que otros le perciben? 
6. ¿Son iguales sus respuestas a las preguntas 4 y 5? Si no, ¿por qué no? 

By Heather Klug 
Park Center High School 
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About the Play Examining Spanish Language and Culture 
Through Text (Spanish Classroom Version) 
Escena 3 

 
BEATRIZ: Time for school. ¿Tu color favorito? 
 
OLIVIA: Verde. ¿Y tú? 
 
BEATRIZ: Amarillo. ¿Tu primer beso? 
 
OLIVIA: Tenía seis años. 
 
BEATRIZ: ¿Eres virgen? (crickets) ¿Eres virgen? Are you a virgin? 
 
OLIVIA: Translation understood, silence intentional. 
 
BEATRIZ: Your father never let me teach you Spanish. “English only, don’t confuse her.” Like Spanish was 
some jedi mind trick. 
 
OLIVIA: The only thing Dad loves more than pot is education. 
 
BEATRIZ: Education, yes, educación, no. 
 
 
Preguntas 

1. Esta conversación empieza en español y termina en inglés. ¿Por qué? 
2. ¿Cuál es la diferencia de sentido entre “education” y “educación”? 
3. Si los personajes sólo usaran inglés, ¿cambiaría la profundidad del sentido en esta escena? ¿Por qué            
     sí/por qué no? 
4. ¿Por qué «code-switches*» Beatriz, la madre? ¿Es diferente el propósito que cuando su hija, Olivia,   
    «code-switches»? 
5. ¿Cuándo y en qué situaciones ocurre el «code-switching»? ¿Por qué? 

 
 
 
*code-switching: the switching from the linguistic system of one language or dialect to that of another 
(www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/code-switching)  
 

 

By Heather Klug 
Park Center High School 

http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/code-switching
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About the Play Examining Spanish Language and Culture 
Through Text (Spanish Classroom Version) 
Escena 4 

 
OLIVIA: Come on, grow cajons. 
 
BEATRIZ: (correcting) Co-jo-nes. 
 
OLIVIA: For deodorant, you raise hell. For tangles in my hair, it’s armageddon. But when your future’s at 
stake? “Have a blessed day.” 
 
BEATRIZ: ¡Déjame quieta! 
 
OLIVIA: Maybe you don’t want a green card. Maybe your heart is halfway to Mexico. 
 
BEATRIZ: Applications, petitions, letters of reference, back taxes, legal fees. I want a green card.  
 
OLIVIA: The custody case? Same exact thing. Ya got real quiet when time came to fight. 
 
BEATRIZ: How was the judge gonna give me custody if legally I didn’t exist? 
 
OLIVIA: Dad won and you were an etiquette book. 
 
BEATRIZ: ICE was pulling people out of hospital beds, Olivia, out of traffic court. Make a scene? Mamita, 
showing up at all was a risk. When you’re begging for crumbs, don’t curse out the guy with the bread. 
 
 
Preguntas 

1. Hay dos conflictos principales en esta escena, la situación legal y la custodia de los hijos.  ¿Hay uno   
    más importante que el otro para estas mujeres? ¿Por qué piensa Ud. así?  
2. ¿Ha tenido Ud. experiencia con «code-switching» en su vida? Explique. 
3. ¿Hay alguien en su grupo que habla con fluidez el español? En el caso de sí, déjele describir situacio  
    nes de «code-switching» que ha experimentado. 

 
 
 
*code-switching: the switching from the linguistic system of one language or dialect to that of another 

(www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/code-switching)  

By Heather Klug 
Park Center High School 

http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/code-switching
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Identity Exercise  

This is an individual written exercise. It can be done as a journal-writing prompt or as an introduction to a 
discussion about identity.  
 
Have students write numbers from 1-7. Then have them write one or two word answers to the following 
questions: 
 
What is your: 

1. race 
2. gender 
3. sexuality  
4. country of origin 
5. religion or religious belief  
6. culture or the culture you identify with most 
7. Body Type and physical ability 

 
After students have written down their answers, ask them to cross out answers in the following order. First, 
cross out the identifier that is least important to you. Then cross out the next least important; then cross out 
the third least, and so on, until only one answer remains. 
 
1. What are you left with and why?  
2. Why is this descriptor most important to you?  
3. Does it tell you something about your identity?  
4. Would your remaining identifier have been different when you were 5 years old?  
5. Might it change in importance in a year from now? Several years? How so?  
6. Was it difficult to cross out any of the descriptors? Why?  
7. Is there an identifier that you think should be added to this list? What would that be?  

Dr. Virginia McFerran 
Educational Consultant 
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About the Play 

American Culture 

Miss You Like Hell deals with individuals and relationships. When Beatriz and Olivia travel across the country, 
they encounter people who demonstrate aspects of American culture. Culture refers to the characteristics, 
knowledge, beliefs, and customs of a particular society, group, place, or time. Each unit of society has its own 
beliefs, ways of life, thinking, behaving, or working. A family, school, organization, or religious group might 
be said to have a certain culture.  
 
The following exercise may demonstrate how we recognize and internalize aspects of our own culture. 
 
Sculpting Activity:  
Divide class into pairs. Have each pair create statues with their bodies that portray any of the relationships 
below. When the leader claps, pairs should shift images and switch characters. Try to change the scenario 2-
4 times for each relationship. 
 
1. Parent/Child 
 
2. Teacher/Student 
 
3. Police Officer/Driver 
 
5. Judge/Witness 
 
6. ICE Officer/Immigrant 
 
Follow-up Questions:  
 
1. How do family groups demonstrate culture? How are cultural traditions handed down from generation to 
generation in a family? 
 
2. How would you describe the culture of any given classroom? Does each class you attend seem different in 
its culture? How so? What is different about the culture of a physical education class or an English class, a 
science class or an art class? Who sets the culture? 
 
3. How would you describe the culture of the United States? How do societal laws and unspoken rules affect 
that culture? Do different parts of the country reveal different cultural norms? 
 
4. How do television and/or social media impact our culture or our beliefs and values? Give specific exam-
ples.  

Dr. Virginia McFerran 
Educational Consultant 
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Characters and relationships 
 
1. Define family. What makes a family complete?   
 
2. How would you define the mother-daughter relationship between Beatriz and Olivia? Are they 
friends? Allies? Rivals? Acquaintances? What events in the play shape your understanding of their 
relationship dynamic?  
 
3. How did Olivia make her voice heard? In what ways do you make your voice heard as a teenager in 
your own family?  
 
4. Predict what may come next for Beatriz and Olivia. What are Beatriz and Olivia fighting for? 
 
5. Which character do you most sympathize with? Why? What do you like most about their 
personality, situation, and perspective? 
 
6. How do you try to connect with others who have different beliefs than you have? How do you 
overcome differences with others?  
 
7. In Miss You Like Hell, characters from a variety of backgrounds come together to help one another 
out. Discuss the ways characters who have their own struggles are able to set them aside in order to 
support others. What unites these characters? 
 
8. Does the end of the play leave you feeling hopeful or hopeless? Explain. 
 
 
Social Justice 
 
9. How does the play highlight the struggles of undocumented people? How does the threat of 
deportation impact Beatriz? How does it impact Olivia? 
 
10. The issues of women’s rights, Black rights, LGBTQ+ rights and immigrant rights have not yet been 
resolved in our country. How do you see these issues alive in the world today? How do they impact you 
and those around you? 
  
11. How can anger and disappointment in unjust laws turn into action? 
 
12. Is it acceptable to compromise your values in order to achieve something good? If so, when? Why? 

Post-Show Discussion Questions 

CONTINUED... 
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Activities and Resources 

CONTINUED 

 
13. What causes are you willing to stand up for, even when it feels risky? 
 
Production Questions 
 
14. What role does the blog play in Olivia’s life? If the blog is a replacement for something in her life, 
what does it replace? 
 
15. How did light shape the space and set the mood of the play? What role did lighting play in the 
storytelling of the play?  
 
16. Which song did you find most powerful? 
 
17. Some of the actors play multiple characters. How effectively was that portrayed? 
 
18. How do the members of the ensemble add to the play? 
 
19. How did the costumes add to the play?   
 

By Jennifer Parker 
Falcon Ridge Middle School  

A map of Immigration to the United States. Photo by Mapa. 
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